Annual Report
January 1 - December 31, 2020
Joslyn Art Museum
2200 Dodge Street
Omaha, Nebraska 68102-1292
Telephone 402-342-3300
Facsimile 402-342-2376
www.joslyn.org

Museum Hours (temporary)
Wednesday-Sunday 10 am-4 pm
Closed Mondays, Tuesdays, and major holidays.

Museum Admission
General Museum Admission is free. Additional charge for some special exhibitions.

OUR MISSION
Joslyn Art Museum collects, preserves, and interprets the visual arts of the highest quality, fostering appreciation and enjoyment of art for the benefit of a diverse audience.

OUR VISION
To be cherished and respected as a premier art museum.
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**COMMUNITY IMPACT 2020**

**Annual Attendance**
Due to the pandemic, Joslyn Art Museum was closed March 16–August 7, 2020.

- **48,659** In-Person
- **94,780*** Virtual

*Includes known virtual participants combined with 51,000 potential Omaha Public Schools participants, as reported by the district.

**Pandemic Safety Additions**
- 14 UV-C air sterilization units
- 40 touch-free devices
- 434 high efficiency air filters

**Exhibitions on View at Joslyn**
- 5 on view
- 3 canceled
- 2 postponed

**Sources of Operating Revenue**
- **$1.7M** Endowment Support
- **$1.2M** Government Pandemic Support
- **$5.3M** Total
- **23%**
- **$4M** Earned Revenue
- **$2M** Contributions and Grants

**Worldwide visitors who viewed works from Joslyn’s collection while on loan at other museums**

**Facebook Fans**
- 22K
- 2,000% increase in video engagement

**Instagram Followers**
- 8.5K
- 39% increase

**Twitter Followers**
- 7.5K
- 196,582 tweet impressions

**YouTube Views**
- 53K
- 350% increase in channel subscribers

**Webpage Views**
- 367K
- 97K Unique Visitors
Joslyn Art Museum connected with **117,879** people through programming

**EDUCATION & OUTREACH**

**YOUTH & FAMILIES**
- **10,964** participants
- **7,779** in **122** in-person program sessions & Art Works: A Place for Curiosity visits
- **3,185** in **173** virtual sessions

**COMMUNITY OUTREACH**
- **678** participants
- **623** in **18** off-site program sessions & supply kit distribution
- **55** in **8** virtual sessions

**ADULTS**
- **5,384** participants
- **3,669** in **178** in-person program sessions
- **1,715** in **124** virtual sessions

**TEENS**
- **2,329** participants
- **1,748** in **136** in-person program sessions, including Kent Bellows Mentoring Program
- **581** in **14** virtual sessions & online teen exhibition views

**SCHOOLS, TEACHERS, & TECHNOLOGY**
- **98,524** participants
- **9,156** in **80** in-person program sessions & tech resource use
- **2,843** in **24** off-site sessions
- **16,692** in **7** virtual sessions & online resource use
- **69,833*** through **68** requests for Distance Learning Packages

*Includes known virtual participants combined with 51,000 potential Omaha Public Schools participants, as reported by the district.

**JOIN THE JOURNEY**

- **3,005** hours logged by 179 volunteers
- **27** # of Joslyn’s Community Partners
- **3,123** Member Households

---

www.joslyn.org | (402) 342-3300 | 2200 Dodge St. | Omaha, NE 68102

---

*Includes known virtual participants combined with 51,000 potential Omaha Public Schools participants, as reported by the district.
Donors

Donor gifts are to Joslyn Art Museum and the Joslyn Art Museum Foundation.

**Gifts for Operations, Collections, Exhibitions, Programs, and Memberships**

**$50,000 and above**
- Douglas County
- FNB
- Susan and Michael Lebens
- Mutual of Omaha
- Nebraska Arts Council
- Omaha Steaks
- Doug Riley Family Foundation
- The Sherwood Foundation
- Howard B. Silberg Revocable Trust
- Anne Simon
- Stacy and Bruce Simon
- Eve Simon
- Betiana and Todd D. Simon
- Annette and Paul Smith
- Robert H. Storz Foundation
- Weitz Family Foundation

**$25,000-$49,999**
- Anonymous
- John K. and Lynne D. Boyer Family Foundation
- Julie and Lance Fritz
- Iowa West Foundation
- Frances and Richard Juro
- Devin and Lance Larsen
- Mammel Family Foundation
- The Fred and Eve Simon Charitable Foundation
- Union Pacific
- Valmont Industries, Inc.
- Joan Gibson and Donald Wurster

**$10,000-$24,999**
- Anonymous
- Judy and Robert Bates
- Cindy and Mogens Bay
- Sylvia Cohn
- Conagra Brands Foundation
- Henry A. Davis
- Department of Health and Human Services
- Dixon Family Foundation
- Rae and William Dyer
- Devin Fox, M.D.
- H. Lee and Carol Gendler Charitable Fund
- The Gifford Foundation
- Heider Family Foundation
- Amy Howard
- Christopher Howard
- Anne Hubbard
- Humanities Nebraska
- Peter Kiewit Foundation
- Stephanie and John Koralesski
- John and Elizabeth Lauritzen Foundation
- Lincoln Financial Foundation, Inc.
- Adah and Leon Millard Foundation
- Pape Family Foundation
- Parker Family Foundation
- Anne and David A. Rismiller
- Kyle and Michael Robino
- Teresa and David Rogers
- Barbara and Ronald Schaefer
- Polina and Robert Schott
- Harley and Beth Schrager Foundation
- Amy L. Scott Family Foundation
- Ruth and Bill Scott
- Lisa and Thomas Smith
- Craig Starr
- Ann and Kenneth Stinson
- Kelly and Britt Thedinger, M.D.
- Tides Foundation
- Warren Distribution, Inc.
- Wells Fargo
- Cynthia Epstein and David Wiesman
- Wyeth Foundation for American Art

**$5,000-$9,999**
- Anonymous
- Laura and Michael Alley
- Alley Poyner Macchietto Architecture
- Jane and John Ellsworth
- Catherine and Terrence Ferguson
- Sara Foxley
- Fraser Stryker PC LLO
- Ike and Roz Friedman Foundation
- Great Plains Communications
- Agnes Gund
- Teresa and Kirk Kellner
- Diane and James Landen
- Jo Carole and Ronald Lauder
- Ian Macleod
- Moglia Family Foundation
- Nebraska Medicine
- Noddle Companies
- Omaha Public Schools Foundation
- Pacific Life Foundation
- Pinnacle Bancorp, Inc.
- Teri and Ronald Quinn
- Suzanne and Walter Scott Foundation
- Security National Bank
- Streck, Inc.
- Phyllis and Delmer Toebben
- U.S. Bank
- Webster Family Foundation
- Lee Webster Shaw
- Anne and Arnold Weitz
- Margaret Block West and Larry West
- Whitmore Charitable Trust

**$1,000-$4,999**
- Anonymous
- Acquavella Galleries, Inc.
- Janie O’Keefe Addy
- American National Bank
- Robyn and Fred Amis
- Artis
- Ascent
- Bridget Barron
- Baxter Auto Group
- Anne Begley
- Nancy and George Behringer
- Sally Bekins
- Carol and Steven Bloch
- Bluestem Prairie Foundation
- David Bonderman
- Borshesims Fine Jewelry and Gifts
- Esther and Daniel Brabee
- Ann and David Burkholder
- Cardinal Family Group, LLC
- Children’s Hospital & Medical Center
- Ann and Dennis Christiansen
- Kimara and Kevin Clark
- Claire and W. Benton Copple
- Mary and Kurt Davey
- Arike and H. Dele Davies, M.D.
- Hillary Nather-Detisch and John Detisch
- Beth DeWoody
- Beverly and William Donaldson
- G&E Dubin Family Foundation
- Linda and Walter Duda
- Beth Eliason
- Sandra and Drew Fossum
- Frasier-Marris Architects, P.C.
- Karrie and Katie Freeman
- Friedland Family Foundation
- Marlen Frost
- Paula and Mark Garr
- The David Geffen Foundation
- Hillary and Luke Granfield
- Ramona and Deryl Hamann
- Elizabeth and John Hancock
- Dr. Herbert A. Hartman, Jr.
- Karen and Kim Hawkins
- Rhonda and Howard Hawks
- Julie and David Hefflinger
- Clara and Harold Hoover
- Maria and Dean Jacobsen
- Jayne Timmerman and Daniel Jaksich
- Mary Jetton
- Mark Johnson
- Noreen Johnson
- Vernie and Carter Jones
- Cyndi Hall and Peter Kasameyer
- Dana and Mike Kaufman
- Sarah and Beau Konigsberg
- Wende Lynne and John Kotouc
Janet and Frederick Kuehl
Patricia and Clarence Landen III
Karen Ensminger and Rick Lanoha
Emily and Clark Lauritzen
Bobette and Jay Lerner
Julie and Charles Liakos
Mary and Rodrigo López
Michaela White and Albert Macchietto
Steve Martin Charitable Foundation
Tricia and Jackson Martis
Linda and Vic Mattes
Carolyn and Edward May
Nancy and Michael McCarthy
Sharon McGill
Bernadette J. McMenamin
Stephen Meringoff
Midlands Community Foundation
Shirley and Daniel Neary
Jeanie Neff
Diane and Ben Nelson
Kathy and George Nelson
Anne and John Nelson
Sharae and Murray Newman
Olsson Associates
Rita and Don Otis
Jennifer and Thomas Parsing, Jr.
Mary and Richard Parrish
Lynn and Bradley Perry
Winifred J. Ellenchild Pinch and Lewis Pinch
Linda and William Pratt
Rita Price
Kathleen and John Ransom
Lynda Thomas Reed and John T. Reed, Sr.
Avis Robinson
Donna and Benjamin Rosen
William Radin
Georgina and Thomas Russo
Constance Ryan
Heather and Bryan Schneider
June and Paul Schorr III
Julie Schroeder
Lin Simmonds
Simmonds Family Foundation
Jean Munhall-Sitzman and Thomas Sitzman
Nancy and Philip Wolf
Stephan Woodman
Ellen and Stavely Wright
Sarah and Adam Yale
Bingit Young
The Jim & Shirley Young Family Foundation
Marlene Hess and Jim Zirin

$500-$999
Anonymous
Beth and Jeff Andersen
Marian Andersen
Sharon and Randy Blackburn
Judith Boelts
Amy Bones
Anne and Stephen Bruckner
Jean Buehler
Rachael and Bruce Carpenter
Barbara Else and Brad Carson
Mary Ann and John Chaney
Joan and Donald Cimpl
Cora and Maurice Conner
Jackie and Kevin Conway
Trudi Crosby
Marlina and Dusty Davidson
Mary and Euclid de Souza
Terri and John Diesing, Jr.
Gloria and Roy Dinsdale
Kim and Tom Dinsdale
Arleen and Joseph Dizona
James Donnell
Karen and J. Robert Duncan
Don Dworak
Kathy and Gary Gates
Louise Galian
Jerry Gose
Beverly and Randall Greer
Carol and Howard Hahn
Dawn and James Hammel
Megan and David Hawk
Jeanne Henry
Susan Henshaw
Bonnie Hickey
Shari Hofschire
The Bill and Leona Kernen Family
Amy and Brad Knuth
Mary Jo and Robert Langdon
Julie and Kevin Leahy
Patricia Lontor
Jazmyn McDonald and Diane McDonald
Gwen McGill
Daniel McKinney
Victoria Mosley
Karen and Larry Nelsen
Barbara and James O’Brien
Richard O’Brien
Kathryn and Joseph O’Connor
Paula and Francis Parths
Jessica and Dennis Pate
Janet and James Place
Denise and Hobson Powell
Debra Romberger
Judy Zweiback and Allen Ross
Kathleen and Louis Rotella, Jr.
Carol and W. Lee Rowe
Suzanne Titus and Mike Sall
Steven Silver
Jean and William Stillmock
Marika and Peter Stone
Robert Benzel and Gerry Sullivan
Vance Taylor
Monte and Duane Thompson
Terry Tomcsik
Elizabeth and Mark Trites
Donna and James Trojanowski
June Edwards and Robert Tucker
Drs. Allison Cushman-Vokoun and Chad W. Vokoun
Maureen and Jim Waldron
Debra and Douglas Wesselmann
Kristae and Peter Zandbergen

$100-$499
Anonymous
Nancy Abboud
Julianne and Duane Adams
Frances and Charles Addy
Cathy and Douglas Aden
Elizabeth and Brian Akert
Sandra and Hesham Ali
Margaret Allington
Katie and Adam Althoff
Mary Amend
Diane and Robert Ames
Jo Anne Amoura
Martha and Richard Andersen
Carol A. Anderson
Carolyn Anderson
Mary Anna and Clyde Anderson
Anne and Lang Anderson
Martha Antonson
Karen and Jerry Authier
Donald Babin
Zachary Baer and Brian Barrels
Maria and Ronald Bailey
Raul Banagale
Cynthia Bangston
Udoxie Barbee
Kelsey Tyler and Bailey Barnard
Peggy and Stephen Bartelt
Lori Elliott-Bartle and John Bartle
Jennifer Gilg and Joseph Basque
Ann and Edward Batchelder
Patricia Bayerlein
Clare and Duane Baylor
Betty Beach
Delores and Robert Bebensee
Virginia Cabezas and Stephan Becerra
Lester Katz and Jack F. Becker, Ph.D.
Marilyn Beig
Michaela and Richard Belatti
Phyllis Bellows
Joyce Berg
Linda and Dennis Bernadt
Mary and Thomas Bernstein
Mary Beth and Bob Bestenlehner
Jennifer and Rick Bettger
Ann and Kenneth Bird
Barbara and Robert Blair
France and Bruce Blanchard
Brian Bloechle
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Nebraska
Linda and Brent Blume
Chris and Ronald Blumkin
Belinda and Justin Boelter
Rik Bonness
Beth Borgmann
Cathy and Gary Born
Meg Bothe and Kevin Boughton
David Bowman
Patrick Boylan
Mike Boyle
Annie Bradbury
Kathleen Joan Bradley
Barb and Allen Branco
Pam Brandin
Trang Do and Tyler Brinkman
Tina and Dale Broekemeier
Karen and Doug Brouillette
Martha and Bob Bruckner
Christine Webster and Randall Bruhn
Jennifer and James Bryan
Sarah Duncan and Ryan Buckley
Beverly and Edward Burchfield
Trudy and Don Burge
Susan Burkhard
Eugenia and Brad Burwell
Joah Bussert
Jill and Michael Bydalek
Dianne and Keith Bystrom
Larry Carlson
Anne and James Carroll
Jody and Gayle Carstens
Jo and Michael Cavel
Laura and Greg Chambers
Joan and James Chambers
Donna Chaney
Ann Chesley
Susan and Gary Chesley
Martha Cheyney
Phyllis and Norman Choat
Dr. James J. Cihlar
Melanie and Fred Clark
Clark Creative Group
CleanWash Laundry Systems, Inc.
Mikayla Clyde
Melinda Stelzer and Robert Cocanougher
Mary Jo and Richard Coffey
Julie and Stephen Collins
Brenda Copenhaver
Leni Corbett
Anna Nolan and R. Covault
Deb and Mark Covert
Maureen Crouchley
Vicki and Mitch Cunningham
Susan and William Curler III
Jeannie and Frank Daharsh
Lana Danielson
Lynn Danielson
Elizabeth and Matthew Darling
Mary and Hal Daub
Susan and David Davies
Janet Davis
Laurie and John Davis
Kathleen Davis
Janelle and Leon Davis
Vivian and Spencer Davis
Donna Tubach-Davis and Stephen Davis
Claudia and Anthony Deeb
Jennifer Denis
Carol and John Dennison
Sarah and Jeffrey Dickinson
Joyce Dixon
Agne and Nick Dizona
Carol and David Domina
Rose Hill Dorr
Bonnie and George Douglas
Roxanne and Mark Draper
Kathleen and Michael Drelicharz
Siobhan Duffy
Dr. Valerie and Kim Duncan
C. D. Duran
Kristy and Mike Durkin
Michelle and Gregory Eakins
Patricia Earley
Elizabeth and Gary Edwards
Jill and Tom Eilers
Cynthia and Jon Empson
Cathy and Todd Enge
John Erickson
Bernadette and Paul Esposito
Karen and Richard Everett
Kathi Yeotts and Jonathan Fant
Kathy Fehrman
Jamie and Jessica Feinstein
Mary and Whitney Ferer
Janet and Thomas Ferlic
Maria Fernandez
Sarah Ferneding
Joan Field
Rita and Kevin Finch
Joyce and Roger Fitch
Yoshiko and Edward Fitzpatrick
Ann and Daniel Flood
Nancy Flores
Betty Foster
Corrine and Jim Fougeron
Terry and Paul Franquez
Ruth and Donald Frazee
Suzanne and Thomas Friedman
Tara Friesen
Norma Fuller
Jeffrey Grinnell and Daniel Gallagher
Karen and Bruce Garver
Dana and Steve Gehring
Barbara Gehring
Patrice and Robert Gerseny
Marilyn Gillen
Shannon Gilroy
Prescott Hafner and William Glenn
Paula and Gary Glissman
Terry and Thomas Glover
Debora and Steve Goebel
Polly Goecke
Kay Lynn and John Goldner
Barbara and Gary Goldstein
Wanda and Mike Gottschalk
Marylu and Thomas Gouletier
Kate and Brad Grabill
Marilyn Grady
Belinda and Carl Greiner
Amanda Rens and Peyton Griesert
Robin and James Griess
Patricia Gromak
Kathy and Mike Gross
Linda Grubb
Wendy Wiseman-Gustafson and Gary Gustafson
Judith and George Haecker
Patricia and Bruce Hageman
Robert Hoppe and John Hall
Vicki and John Hallett
Judy and Terry Haney
Christine and Neil Hans
Ellen Hargus
Sandra and Stephen Harmon
Karen Harms
Jocelyn and Ross Harrison
John Hartigan, Jr.
Mary Jo Havlicek
Marianne and Fred Hawkins
Jessica Perrigan and Thomas Heafey
Carr Heaney
Rachel Hearn
Melanie and David Hecker
Kathy and Larry Heidebrecht
Cindy and Scott Heider
Rita and Thomas Hejkal
Anne Hellbusch
Keith Hentzen
Chris and David Hicks
Joan and Peter Hill
Norma Hilt
Kathryn and Steven Hoden
Kristen Engdahl Hoffman and Gary Hoffman
Patricia and Robert Hoisington
Mary and Thomas Holley
Kay and James Horwath
Ann and Donald Hosford
Eric and Heidi Hough
Deborah and Bruce Houghton
Tonya and Joel House
Joan and James Howard
Annette and Steven Huff
Maureen and John Hufnagle
Sheri and Steve Idelman
Sharon Marvin Igel and Donald Igel
Laura and John Iliff
Carole and K. Wayne Iliff
Ginny and Dale Inglis
Cindy and James Irvine
Ruth and Tom Jamieson
Eva and Burton Jay
Sharon Jelinek
Judy Gale and Gail Jensen
Nan and Troy Jensen
Millicent Palmer-Johnson and Jerry Johnson
Jason Jokert
Jeanie and Lance Jones
Sylvia Jones
Kathleen Jurgens
Patricia and Walter Kaffenberger
Sally Kampe
Gloria and Howard Kaslow
Audrey and Richard Kauders
Deborah Keating
Christine Nelson and Kurt Keeler
Ruth Keene
Danne and Michael Kelly
Denise Frost and Morgan Kelly
Emily Kemp
Karen and Howard Kennedy
Mary and Thomas Kerr
Patrick Kielson
Margaret and Everett Kingrey
Margaret Kirkeby
Mary and Tim Kiteley
Sasha Moniq and Stephen Kline
Glenda Knowles
Janice and Paul Kolomaya
Alice and Harold Kosowsky
Suzanne and Rudy Kotula
Joan and Marc Kraft
Janet Farber and Michael Krainak
Barbara Kuhn
Kurtak Rock LLP
Carole and K. Wayne Lainof
Patricia and Louis Lamberthy
Gail Lambertz
Robert Lane
Shannon and Andrew Lang
Pamela and Nick Langel
Barry Larson
Janet and Rex Latta
Kristi and Mike Lawson
Cindy Betz and John Lawton
Marian Leary
Marilyn Larson and Steve Lebedz
Julie and Joseph Lecci
Della and Jack Lee, Jr.
Ron Lee
Carol and Michael Lehan
Katie and Jacob Lehr
Lisa and Thomas Leise
Kathryn Lewis
Jill and Stan Lewis
Anne and T. Geoffrey Lieben
Joe Liebentritt
Charlotte and H. Bruce Lobbach
Taylor J. Acosta and Matthew Loftus
Lucie and Gary Long
Lora Damme and Jay Longinaker
Mikhael and Ryan Loots
Sarah and Dave Lopez
Edwin J. Loutzenheiser, Jr. Family Trust
Christine Lund
Jill Lustgarten
Kathy and Bill Lydiatt
Maxine and Armel MacDonald
Heidi and Tom Macy
Jane Ellen Makari
Patricia and Andrew Malcolm
Shivam Malhotra
Christine and Sean Malloy
Alyson Manning
Karla and John Marburger
Sarah and Matthew Mason
Frances and Jack Mauldin
Mary Maxwell
Catherine Demes Maydew and Marcus Maydew
Carolyn and Bill McDonald
Calla Pappas and Cliff McEvoy
Deb and Craig McGarry
Victoria McGiffin
Mary McGuire
Katharine and David McLeese
Libby Stevenson and Harrison McMinn
Sean McNamara
Barbara and Patrick McNeal
Anna McTygue
Alexandra and Matthew Means
Deb and Scott Mecom
Renee and Bert Mehrer
Mariko Churchill and Chris Menefee
Joanne and Dennis Mihelich
Jeanne and Steven Miller
Lindsey Miller-Lerman
Edgar Millican
Pat and Leo Miltner
Becky Anderson and William Minier
Kay and John Monzingo
Mary and David Moore
Maxine Moore
Carol and Mark Moseman
Marylee and Michael Moulton
Joli and Michael Munch
Robert Munger
Beverly and Robert Murray
Chandler and Matthew Navarrete
Kathy and Jeff Neary
Laura-Lee and Howard Needelman
Molly Nelsen
Kathryn Nielson
Ann and Keith Nelson
Elizabeth and John Nielsen
Torrie and Philip Niewohner
Karin and Thomas Nilsson
Drexel Nixon
NP Dodge
Renee O’Brien
Rebecca and Robert O’Hanlon
Linda O’Hare
Joan and Dean Olander
Barbara and Scott Oliver
Barbara and Michael O’Malley
Max and Melissa O’Neill
Connie Osborne
Megan Gilligan and Sally Otis
Seain Otterberg
Jeanie Owen
Erin and Rob Owen
Sandy and David Parker
Helga Patterson
Jenna Pavioni
Rachel Pelowski
Katie and Thomas Perry
Rev. Roland Peschel
Scott Peters
Gwendolyn Olney and Scott Peters
Jean Ann Ballinger and Ward Peters
Karen and Loren Petersen
Robert Peyton
Julie and Eric Phillips
Pamela Pierce
Cassandra and Gary Pietrok
Samuel Bierner and Joseph Pinson
Lori and Mitchell Pirnie
Bailey and Benjamin Placzek
Meredith-Leigh Pleasants
Linda and Kennard Pohlman
Laura and Bruce Pollock
JoEllen Polzien
Jennifer Pospichal
Tim Potter
Norma and Cliff Pountney
Elizabeth and Jerry Powell
Francie Prier
Mary Prioreschi
Kathleen and Walter Pyper
Jennifer and Mark Quinlan
Alysia Radicia
Emily O'Keeffe and Boo Radley
Debra McKnight and Mike Ramsey
Debra and Neal Rattlaff
Linda and Bob Rausch
Virginia and Martin Reagan
Linda and John Rebrovic
Kerry Dobson and Bruce Reneaud
Kathy and Bill Rhea
Caroline and Harold Rice
Karen Richter
Norma and William Riley
Barbara Robins
Fran and Emmet Root
Margo Rosen
Nancy and James Rosenthal
Nancy Ross
Jane and Ralph Ross
Richard Rossi, Ph.D.
Amy and Jonathan Rouse
Lacey Rouse
Maryanne and Tim Rouse
Karen and Max Rudolph
Jeanne and Patrick Salerno
Sylvia and Robert Sample
Sylvia Samuel
Olivia Epstein and Nathan Sandercock
Connie and Steve Saunders
Kathryn and Aaron Schapper
Michael Scherr
Dee Schlautman
Debra and Donald Schleining
William and Jeri Schlueter
Albertha and Patrick Schmid
Adam Schmidt
Claudia Rauter and Mark Schoenbeck
Aleyse Scott
James Scott-Miller
Scoular
Candace Berger and Andrew Segrell
Kathleen Tighe-Seidel and Thomas Seidel
Susie Severson
Anne and Bruce Shackman
Diane and Lawrence Shackman
Lynda and Charles Shafer
Joan and Charles Shapiro
James Shaw
John Sheehan
Usa and Daniel Sherman
David Sherwood
Laura and William Shiffermiller
Brendy Aoki and Brent Shishido
Sissy Silber
Lynette and William Singer
Jennifer Larsen and Joe Siison
Roseann and James Slattery
Jerry Sloan
Kathleen and Casey Smith
Kathleen and Charles Smith
Lynne MacDonald and Christine Smith
Cindy Smith
Jane and Peter Smith
Patricia and Sanford Smith
Susan and Stewart Smoler
Mary and Leonard Sommer
Shirley and Michael Sorell
Kim Sosin
Dara Spivack
Danielle and Chris Spurgeon
Thomas Stalnaker
Janette and Alan Stanek
Linda and Byron Stigge
Robin and Paul Stoupka
Ronda and Hank Strimple
Linda and George Stryker
Jane Carmazzo and Robert Stutzman
Kristy and William Sudol
Karen and Robert Sundell
Mary Susan Surber
David Sutherland
Sara and Seth Swanson
Colleen and Thomas Syster
Jane and Michael Tan Creti
Elizabeth and Thomas Tape
Sherry and Jeffrey Taxman
Sarah Maresh and Adam Taylor
Sherryl Bills-Taylor and Larry Taylor
Anneke and Dennis Thiel
Joanne Thierry
Alyssa Beebe and Ben Thomas
Dorothy and Austin Thompson
Patti Thompson
Mary Thomsen
Shirley and John Thorogood
Nancy and Alan Thorson
Suzann and Michael Tierney
Jenni Toebben
Jane Tonniges
Dawn and Bradley Trojanowski
Suz and Steve Trusty
Dorothy and Allan Tubach
Dorothy and Dean Tuma
Union Pacific Fund for
Effective Government
Amy and J E Van Horne
Heather and Kevin Vanourney
Ann Stephens and John Vasiladies
Richard Klaas and Wayne Vaughn
Gail and Irving Veitzer
Hillary Vrana
Patricia and Judd Wagner
Russell Wagner
Steve Wake
Elizabeth and Steve Walenz
Vicki and Dean Wampler, M.D.
Tiffany Ward
Michelle Warner
Chester Waters
Sarah Watson
Nancy and John Webster
Brenda and Michael Whealy
Mavis and Matt White
Sarah Nelson and Adam Wiese
Deborah and Robert Wigton
Lori and Stephen Williams
Orlyn and Mary Anne Wingert
Janet and Henry Wojdyla
Samantha and Griffin Wonderlich
Connie and H. Randal Woodward
Timothy Held and Jay Worden
Joseph Woster
David Wynne
Dorothy and Dennis Young
Judy and Fred Youngsca
Lily Wang and David Yuill
Michael Zack
Joyce Zagurski
Edith and Robert Zahniser
Mary Ann and Donald Zebolsky
Teresa and Don Ziska

**Contemporary Art Society Members**

The Contemporary Art Society (CAS) is a dynamic group whose mission is to encourage, support, and stimulate the collection and study of contemporary art at Joslyn. Members share a passion for the exciting art of our time with others who have a similar interest and help foster a new audience among those who are becoming acquainted with these important works.

Judith Boelts
Myriel Boes
Anne and Stephen Bruckner
Sandi and Bill Bruns
Tina and John Cherica
Sylvia Cohn
Joslyn’s Young Art Patrons
Joslyn’s Young Art Patrons (YAP) is a membership group for young professionals in their 20s through early 40s dedicated to celebrating, supporting, and promoting Joslyn Art Museum. YAP members are building a community of young art enthusiasts whose devotion to Joslyn Art Museum is vital now and in the years to come.

Elizabeth and Brian Akert
Mary Amend
Lauren Anderson
Joshua Barbee
Kelsey Tyler and Bailey Barnard
Jeffrey Moser and Brian Bartels
Zachary Baer and Brian Bartels
Kristie and Christian Becker
Belinda and Justin Boelter
Meg Bofte and Kevin Boughton
Annie Bradbury
Trang Do and Tyler Brinkman
Jennifer and James Bryan
Patrice Burkhalter
Joah Bussert
Ann Chesley
Mikayla Clyde
Melinda Stelzer and Robert Cocanougher
Jackie and Kevin Conway
Vicki and Mitch Cunningham
Laurie and John Davis
Daniela De La Guardia
Ashley Byars and William DeRoin
Ashley Nicole and David Dickes
Siobhan Duffy
John Erickson
Chloe and Dan Firestone
Dana and Michael Foreman
Jorge Gil and Nicholas Franson
Laura Oseka and Paul Fraynd
Tara Friesen
Alexander Gansbom
Jon Gathje
Stevie and Matthew Gerken
Abbey Gillick
Shauna Goldblatt
Amanda Rens and Peyton Griesert
Morgan Birkel and Alex Haddad
Catherine and Alex Harrington
Jocelyn and Ross Harrison
Cassandra and Bret Hays
Jessica Perrigan and Thomas Heafey
Rachel Khurt
Erica Heiden
Maria Marquez Hernandez
Laekelyn Hogan
Eric and Heidi Hough
Sara and Patrick Huse
Taylor Jackson
Hannah Jones
Ashley and Sam Jorgenson
Molly Junge
Jacqueline Kasuske
Victoria Kirilloff
Sarah Kruth
Alice and Harold Kosowsky
Madi Barbee and Jacob Landolt
Shannon and Andrew Lang
Pamela and Nick Langel
Katie and Jacob Lehr
Brad Licht
Joe Liebencht
Taylor J. Acosta and Matthew Loftus
Katie and John Major
Shivam Malhotra
Todd McCollister
Calla Pappas and Cliff McEvoy
Victoria McGiffen
Libby Stevenson and Harrison McMinn
Anna McTygue
Alexandra and Matthew Means
Courtney Merriman
Janie and Greg Mikuls
Chandler and Matthew Navarrete
Molly Nelson
Torrie and Philip Niewohner
Tiffany Nigro
Megan Gilligan and Sally Otis
Alan Pacholski
Katie and Thomas Perry
Gwendolyn Olney and Scott Peters
Sophia Petrov
Blake Phillbrick
Maren Stone and Zach Pierce
Bailey and Benjamin Placek
Alysia Radicia
Emily O’Keefe and Boo Radley
Rachel Lookadoo and Michael Ramirez
Debra McKnight and Mike Ramsey
Megan and Adam Recker
Ashley and Brandon Rich
Sean Robinson
Penelope and Zebulon Rouse-Frantich
Stephanie Roy
Alex Wewel and Ricky Salazar
Olivia Epstein and Nathan Sandercock
Whitney Sandusky
Adam Schmidt
Brendy Aoki and Brent Shishido
Danielle and Chris Spurgeon
Rebecca Sterup
Krysty and William Sudol
Teresa Riesberg and Daniel Sveom
Amanda Swisher
Annamarie Jordan Szalewski and David Szalewski
Sarah Mares and Adam Taylor
Anneke and Dennis Thiel
Alyssa Beebe and Ben Thomas
Hannah Tjaden
Mary Trefcek
Linden Fornoff and Mitchell Treu
Michael Vann
Bekah Jerde and Bart Vargas
Becky and Jeff Walters
Tiffany Ward
Bet and Doug Westerberg
Wattie White
Katherine Downey and John Wiatr
Liabeth Raabe and Nate Wiegand
Sarah Nelson and Adam Wiese
Samantha and Griffin Wonderlich
Joseph Woster
Dara Pagano and Jeffrey Wyatt
Endowment
The following are named endowment funds that provide support to Joslyn Art Museum. The Joslyn Art Museum Foundation maintains and invests endowment gifts given for Museum purposes.

Art Endowment Fund
- Ethel S. Abbott Art Endowment Fund
- Rose Marie Baumgarten Art Endowment Fund
- The Jack Drew Endowment for 18th- and 19th-Century Art
- Durham Center for Western Studies Art Endowment Fund
- General Art Endowment Fund
- James Art Acquisition Fund
- Rismiller Endowment Art Purchase Fund

Conservation Endowment Fund
- Sally Trekell Conservation Fund

Margre H. Durham Center for Western Studies Endowment Fund
- Richard D. and Mary M. Holland Endowment for the Curator of the Center for Western Studies

Education Endowment Fund
- Bella and David S. Block Scholarship Fund
- Anne M. Shaughnessy Endowment Fund
- Weitz Family Foundation Fund

Joslyn General Endowment Fund
- The Cowboy Fund
- Gilbert M. and Martha H. Hitchcock Endowment Fund
- Sarah H. Joslyn Endowment Fund
- Peter Kiewit Endowment Fund
- Helen F. Kistle Endowment Fund
- Graham and Sally Lusk Lecture Fund
- Museum Special Endowment Fund
- Carolyn J. Scott Exhibition Fund
- Gretchen Swanson Velde Joslyn Endowment Fund
- Robert H. and Mildred T. Storz Endowment Fund
- Barbara and Phil Willson Permanent Fund

Sculpture Garden Endowment Fund

Planned Giving Society
The donors listed below have made planned gifts to ensure that Joslyn Art Museum’s tradition of excellence continues for years to come.

Anonymous (8)
- Marian and Harold Andersen
- Joan Angotti
- Nancy Askew
- Rosemarie Baumgarten
- Thelma Beckler
- Marilyn W. Beig
- Janet Bellinger
- Dorothy and Lyman Bennett
- Larry Carlson and Leslie Berry
- Barbara Birmingham
- Margaret Block
- Kathleen Bradley
- Gertrude E. and Herman Brinkman
- M. H. (Bess) Brodkey
- Virginia L. Brown
- Donald J. Bruckner
- Nancy and Dan Brune
- Barbara and James Call
- Betty and Sydney Cate
- Helen and Jay Charnick
- Sylvia B. and Jerome I. Cohn
- James Czarnecki
- Douglas W. Davis
- Jack Drew
- Margre and Charles Durham
- Del J. Ellis
- Jane and John Ellsworth
- Wanda Ewing
- Marianne K. Festersen
- Evaline A. Fisher
- Mary E. Flannigan
- Thuma Lee Friedman
- Norma and James Fuller
- Alice W. and Berchel H. Harper
- James Biffar and Bruce Hartman
- Mary Jo Havliceck
- Marianne and Fred Hawkins, Jr.
- Mary and Charles F. Heider
- Mary and Richard Holland
- Ila Dean Horn
- Jeanette and Lawrence James
- Frances and Richard Juro
- Mary and Nathan Kaiman
- Jean Pollock Kinnick
- Helen Kistle
- Sally Kjelson
- Helen and Ted Kolderie
- Rabbi Myer Kripke
- Marian Leary

Ida and Walter Lenz
- Edwin J. Loutzenheiser, Jr. Family Trust
- L. Zenaide Luhr
- Sally and Graham Lusk
- Marjorie and John Madden
- Irene and Joseph Malek
- Francis T. B. Martin
- Joan and Robert Masterson
- Helen and Frank Matthews
- Janet and James McClymond
- Mary Pat and Richard McCormick
- Cynthia and Thomas F. McGowan
- Lyra Ann and Charles Monasee
- Anne and John Nelson
- Patty Patrick
- Lenore and Joseph Polack
- Alice Naomi Reineke
- Bernard W. Remnicky
- Ephraim L. Marks and David M. Rice
- Karen and H. Douglas Riley
- Anne and David A. Rismiller
- Terri and Phil Schrager
- Suzanne and Walter Scott
- Anne M. Shaughnessy
- Howard B. Silberg
- Eve and Frederick J. Simon
- Jeanette E. Smith
- Shirley and Michael Sorrell
- Edward F. Stapowich
- Morton A. Stelling
- Janice D. and Larry D. Stoney
- Janet S. and Willis A. Strauss
- John Thomas
- Isabella B. Threlkeld
- Jeanne L. Trabold
- Alice Naomi Reineke
- Berchel H. Harper
- James Biffar and Bruce Hartman
- Mary Jo Havliceck
- Marianne and Fred Hawkins, Jr.
- Mary and Charles F. Heider
- Mary and Richard Holland
- Ila Dean Horn
- Jeanette and Lawrence James
- Frances and Richard Juro
- Mary and Nathan Kaiman
- Jean Pollock Kinnick
- Helen Kistle
- Sally Kjelson
- Helen and Ted Kolderie
- Rabbi Myer Kripke
- Marian Leary

Ida and Walter Lenz
- Edwin J. Loutzenheiser, Jr. Family Trust
- L. Zenaide Luhr
- Sally and Graham Lusk
- Marjorie and John Madden
- Irene and Joseph Malek
- Francis T. B. Martin
- Joan and Robert Masterson
- Helen and Frank Matthews
- Janet and James McClymond
- Mary Pat and Richard McCormick
- Cynthia and Thomas F. McGowan
- Lyra Ann and Charles Monasee
- Anne and John Nelson
- Patty Patrick
- Lenore and Joseph Polack
- Alice Naomi Reineke
- Bernard W. Remnicky
- Ephraim L. Marks and David M. Rice
- Karen and H. Douglas Riley
- Anne and David A. Rismiller
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- Jeanne L. Trabold
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- James Biffar and Bruce Hartman
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- Mary and Richard Holland
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- Jean Pollock Kinnick
- Helen Kistle
- Sally Kjelson
- Helen and Ted Kolderie
- Rabbi Myer Kripke
- Marian Leary
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- Edwin J. Loutzenheiser, Jr. Family Trust
- L. Zenaide Luhr
- Sally and Graham Lusk
- Marjorie and John Madden
- Irene and Joseph Malek
- Francis T. B. Martin
- Joan and Robert Masterson
- Helen and Frank Matthews
- Janet and James McClymond
- Mary Pat and Richard McCormick
- Cynthia and Thomas F. McGowan
- Lyra Ann and Charles Monasee
- Anne and John Nelson
- Patty Patrick
- Lenore and Joseph Polack
- Alice Naomi Reineke
- Bernard W. Remnicky
- Ephraim L. Marks and David M. Rice
- Karen and H. Douglas Riley
- Anne and David A. Rismiller
- Terri and Phil Schrager
- Suzanne and Walter Scott
- Anne M. Shaughnessy
- Howard B. Silberg
- Eve and Frederick J. Simon
- Jeanette E. Smith
- Shirley and Michael Sorrell
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- John Thomas
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- Ila Dean Horn
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- Jean Pollock Kinnick
- Helen Kistle
- Sally Kjelson
- Helen and Ted Kolderie
- Rabbi Myer Kripke
- Marian Leary

Ida and Walter Lenz
- Edwin J. Loutzenheiser, Jr. Family Trust
- L. Zenaide Luhr
- Sally and Graham Lusk
- Marjorie and John Madden
- Irene and Joseph Malek
- Francis T. B. Martin
- Joan and Robert Masterson
- Helen and Frank Matthews
- Janet and James McClymond
- Mary Pat and Richard McCormick
- Cynthia and Thomas F. McGowan
- Lyra Ann and Charles Monasee
- Anne and John Nelson
- Patty Patrick
- Lenore and Joseph Polack
- Alice Naomi Reineke
- Bernard W. Remnicky
- Ephraim L. Marks and David M. Rice
- Karen and H. Douglas Riley
- Anne and David A. Rismiller
- Terri and Phil Schrager
- Suzanne and Walter Scott
- Anne M. Shaughnessy
- Howard B. Silberg
- Eve and Frederick J. Simon
- Jeanette E. Smith
- Shirley and Michael Sorrell
- Edward F. Stapowich
- Morton A. Stelling
- Janice D. and Larry D. Stoney
- Janet S. and Willis A. Strauss
- John Thomas
- Isabella B. Threlkeld
- Jeanne L. Trabold
- Alice Naomi Reineke
- Berchel H. Harper
- James Biffar and Bruce Hartman
- Mary Jo Havliceck
- Marianne and Fred Hawkins, Jr.
- Mary and Charles F. Heider
- Mary and Richard Holland
- Ila Dean Horn
- Jeanette and Lawrence James
- Frances and Richard Juro
- Mary and Nathan Kaiman
- Jean Pollock Kinnick
- Helen Kistle
- Sally Kjelson
- Helen and Ted Kolderie
- Rabbi Myer Kripke
- Marian Leary
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- L. Zenaide Luhr
- Sally and Graham Lusk
- Marjorie and John Madden
- Irene and Joseph Malek
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- Joan and Robert Masterson
- Helen and Frank Matthews
- Janet and James McClymond
- Mary Pat and Richard McCormick
- Cynthia and Thomas F. McGowan
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Gifts to Joslyn Art Museum Association Fundraisers in Support of Joslyn Art Museum (Donation of $100 and above)

Laura and Michael Alley
Alley Poyner Macchietto Architecture
American National Bank
Ascend
Baxter Auto Group
Cindy and Mogens Bay
Sally Bekins
Carol and Steven Bloch
Rose Blumkin Foundation, Inc.
Judith Boelts
Borsheims Fine Jewelry and Gifts
Cardinal Family Group, LLC
Children’s Hospital & Medical Center
Ann and Dennis Christiansen
Jackie and Kevin Conway
Beverly and William Donaldson
First National Bank
Devin Fox, M.D.
Fraser Stryker PC LLO
Frasier-Martis Architects, PC
Julie and Lance Fritz
Dr. Herbert A. Hartman, Jr.
Heider Family Foundation
Susan Henshaw
Bonnie Hickey
Stephanie and John Koralesski
Diane and James Landen
John and Elizabeth Lauritzen Foundation
Susan and Michael Lebens
Julie and Charles Liakos
Patricia Lontor
Michaela White and Albert Macchietto
Carolyn and Edward May
Moglia Family Foundation
Victoria Mosley
Mutual of Omaha
Nebraska Medicine
Diane and Ben Nelson
Noddle Companies
Olsson Associates
Omaha Steaks
Pape Family Foundation
Jessica and Dennis Pate
Pinnacle Bancorp, Inc.
Elizabeth and Jerry Powell
Karen Riley
Kyle and Michael Robino
Teresa Romanek Rogers and
David Rogers
Heather and Bryan Schneider
Harley and Beth Schrager Foundation
Suzanne and Walter Scott Foundation
Security National Bank
Jean Munhall-Sitzman and
Thomas Sitzman
Annette and Paul Smith
Ann and Kenneth Stinson
Streck, Inc.
Union Pacific
Valmont Industries, Inc.
Wells Fargo
The Jim & Shirley Young
Family Foundation

Gifts In-Kind (Gifts valued at $100 or more)
Goods or services donated to support the Museum’s programming and events.

Fashion Institute Midwest
Jane and Michael Precella
Quality Brands of Omaha
Kyle and Michael Robino
Visions Custom Framing

Honorary and Memorial Gifts (Donors who made memorial and/or honorary gifts to Joslyn Art Museum of $100 or more)

In memory of Matthew Steven Babe
Angela and Anthony Babe
Connie Carlson
Janice Elks
Judy McMahon
Karen and Pat Sward
In memory of Scott Darling
Marilyn Thompson
In memory of Phyllis Duncan
Janet Wynn
In memory of Frances Howard
Amy Howard
Christopher Howard
In memory of Merrily Ketchum
Evelyn and Tom McKnight
In memory of John Offutt
Gail and Alec Merriam
In memory of Toni Lee Shreve
Dorothy and Tom Hallstrom
Pansing Hogan Ernst & Bachman LLP
Beverly and Alfred Thomsen
In memory of Alan D. Simon
Cindy and Mogens Bay
Rae and William Dyer
Diane and James Landen

Business Drive Participants
Joslyn Art Museum is thankful for its partners in the business community that participate in the annual business membership drive. As a benefit of employment, the majority of these companies either match or subsidize a portion of the membership.

Alley Poyner Macchietto Architecture
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Nebraska
Borsheims Fine Jewelry and Gifts
Children’s Hospital & Medical Center
FNBO
Kutak Rock LLP
Metropolitan Community College
Metropolitan Utilities District
Mutual of Omaha
NP Dodge
Omaha Steaks
Scoular
COLLECTIONS & EXHIBITIONS

Acquisitions

Paintings


James Everett Stuart (American, 1852-1941), Approaching Storm, 1885, oil on canvas, 24-3/8 x 36-1/4 x 3-1/2 inches, Gift of Henry Breck, 2020.3

Prints

Louise Bourgeois (American, born France, 1911-2010), He Disappeared Into Complete Silence, 1947, nine engravings with linen-covered portfolio case, 10 x 7 inches each, Anonymous gift, 2020.4.2.1-11


Carroll Dunham (American, born 1949), Red Shift, 1987-88, five color lithographs in paper portfolio case, 31-1/8 x 22-1/2 inches each, Anonymous gift, 2020.4.3.1-6


Jasper Johns (American, born 1930), Lightbulb, 1969, etching and aquatint, 28 x 22-1/4 inches, Anonymous gift, 2020.4.4


Photographs

Robbert Flick (American, born Netherlands, born 1939), Long Beach Harbor Weave (version 2), from the series “LA Documents”, 1997, chromogenic development print, 48 x 28 inches, Gift of the artist in honor of Toby Jurovics, 2020.2

Susan Rankaitis (American, born 1949), Sienna, 1982, combined medium photographic print, 91-1/8 x 49-1/4 inches, Gift of the artist, Robbert Flick, Robert Mann, and Orly Cogan in honor of Toby Jurovics, 2020.1

Drawings


Collage

Robert Moskowitz (American, born 1935), Untitled, 1961, collage on canvas, 14 x 7 inches, Anonymous gift, 2020.4.10
Loans

Loans from Joslyn Art Museum (venues originating in 2020)


Willem van Mieris (Dutch, 1662-1747), *Odysseus Threatening Circe*, 1690, oil on panel, 13-1/4 x 17-1/4 inches, Gift, through purchase, of Helen and Ted Kolderie, 1995.20

To the exhibition *Ulysses. Art and Legend*, Musei San Domenico, Forlì, Italy (February 14–October 31, 2020)

Mató-Tópe (Mandan, c. 1795-1837), *Battle with a Cheyenne Chief*, 1834, watercolor and graphite on paper, 12-3/8 x 15-3/8 inches, Gift of the Enron Art Foundation, 1986.49.384

Prince Maximilian zu Wied-Neuwied (German, 1782-1867), *Pehriska-Ruhpa in costume of Dog Dancer*, aquatint and engraving on paper, 11-5/8 x 7-1/2 inches, Gift of the Enron Art Foundation, 1986.49.542.41

after Karl Bodmer (Swiss, 1809-1893), Charles Beyer and Friedrich Salathé, *View of the Stone Walls on the Upper Missouri*, 1840, aquatint and engraving on paper, Gift of the Enron Art Foundation, 1986.49.542.18

after Karl Bodmer (Swiss, 1809-1893), Alexandre Damien Manceau, engraver, *Travellers Meeting Minatarire Indians near Fort Clark*, 1842, aquatint and engraving on paper, Gift of the Enron Art Foundation, 1986.49.542.74

after Karl Bodmer (Swiss, 1809-1893), Alexandre Damien Manceau, engraver, *Bison Dance of the Mandan Indians in front of their Medicine Lodge in Mi-Tutta-Hankush*, aquatint and engraving on paper, Gift of the Enron Art Foundation, 1986.49.542.18

after Karl Bodmer (Swiss, 1809-1893), Alexandre Damien Manceau, engraver, *Moirnitarri Warrior in the Costume of the Dog Dance*, 1841, aquatint and engraving on paper, Gift of the Enron Art Foundation, 1986.49.542.23

after Karl Bodmer (Swiss, 1809-1893), Louis René Lucien Rollet, engraver, *Pehriska-Ruhpa, Moenritari Warrior in the Costume of the Dog Dance*, 1841, aquatint and engraving on paper, Gift of the Enron Art Foundation, 1986.49.542.23

after Karl Bodmer (Swiss, 1809-1893), Johann Hürlimann, engraver, *Mató-Tópe, a Mandan Chief*, aquatint and engraving on paper, Gift of the Enron Art Foundation, 1986.49.517.13

after Karl Bodmer (Swiss, 1809-1893), Zschokke, engraver, *Indian utensils and Arms*, aquatint and engraving on paper, Gift of the Enron Art Foundation, 1986.49.542.21

Benjamin O’Fallon (American, 1793-1842), *Lewis and Clark’s Special Map of the Missouri River*, ink and pencil on paper, Gift of the Enron Art Foundation, 513.NNG

Prince Maximilian zu Wied-Neuwied (German, 1782-1867), *Manuscript Journal of Prince Maximilian’s Travels in North America, Vol. II*, 1833, ink and pencil on paper, Gift of the Enron Art Foundation, 510.NNG


Loans to Joslyn Art Museum

Lenders to the permanent collection originating in 2020:

Phillip Schrager Collection of Contemporary Art

Lenders to 2020 special exhibitions organized by, or in collaboration with, Joslyn Art Museum:

**Fact and Fiction in Contemporary Photography**
- Altman Siegel
- Christopher Dawson
- Denver Art Museum
- Gallery Luisotti
- Owen Gump
- Jack Shainman Gallery
- Janet Borden, Inc.
- Lannan Foundation
- Kathryn and Marc LeBaron
- Leslie Tonkonow Artworks + Projects
- Tuan Andrew Nguyen
- James Cohan Gallery
Conservation

Objects receiving conservation treatment in 2020:

Great Plains Breechcloth, c. 1900, cotton, glass beads, velvet, and silk ribbon, 30 x 17-5/8 inches, Gift of Aurel M. Hare, 1944.22

Kenneth Noland (American, 1924-2010), Cirium, 1964, acrylic on canvas, 104-3/8 x 219 inches, Museum purchase with funds from the National Endowment for the Arts Purchase Plan Grant and matching funds from the Joslyn Women’s Association and the Art Acquisition Endowment Fund, 1978.266


James Everett Stuart (American, 1852-1941), Approaching Storm, 1885, oil on canvas, 24-3/8 x 36-1/4 x 3-1/2 inches, Gift of Henry Breck, 2020.3

Publications

Acosta, Taylor J. European Paintings and Sculpture: from Joslyn Art Museum. Omaha, NE: Joslyn Art Museum, 2020

This publication has been made possible with the generous support of The Hawks Foundation, Gilbert M. and Martha H. Hitchcock Foundation, Joslyn Art Museum Association, Samuel H. Kress Foundation, Robert Lehman Foundation, and an anonymous donor.

Revisiting America: The Prints of Currier & Ives. Omaha, NE: Joslyn Art Museum, 2020

Funding for this publication was provided by Henry Luce Foundation.

Special Exhibitions

Walter & Suzanne Scott Pavilion Galleries

Fact and Fiction in Contemporary Photography
(February 8–May 10)*
Exhibition organized by Joslyn Art Museum.

Revisiting America: The Prints of Currier & Ives
(November 21, 2020–April 11, 2021)
Exhibition organized by Joslyn Art Museum.

Riley Contemporary Artists Project Gallery

Amy Cutler
(February 8–May 10)*

Tuan Andrew Nguyen
(September 19, 2020–January 3, 2021)

Mind’s Eye Gallery

Art.Write.Now. Tour
(March 7–May 17)*

*Original exhibition closing date listed. Due to the pandemic, Joslyn Art Museum was closed to the public March 16–August 7, 2020
**FINANCIAL RESULTS**

Consolidated Statement of Financial Position  
December 31, 2020

**Assets**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cash and cash equivalents</td>
<td>$5,336,933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receivables and other assets</td>
<td>2,798,155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investments</td>
<td>44,970,816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property and equipment, net</td>
<td>38,904,191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total assets</strong></td>
<td><strong>$ 92,010,095</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Liabilities and Net Assets**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounts payable and accrued liabilities</td>
<td>$1,849,133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line of credit payable</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total liabilities</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,849,133</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net assets:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without donor restrictions</td>
<td>42,319,990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With donor restrictions:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpetual in nature</td>
<td>28,971,101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted for purpose or future time period</td>
<td>18,869,871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total net assets</strong></td>
<td><strong>90,160,962</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total liabilities and net assets</strong></td>
<td><strong>$ 92,010,095</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consolidated Statement of Activities  
For the Year Ended December 31, 2020

**Revenues:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contributions and grants</td>
<td>$13,240,756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earned income</td>
<td>772,779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest and investment gains, net</td>
<td>5,190,502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total revenues</strong></td>
<td><strong>$19,204,037</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Expenses:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program</td>
<td>$4,955,112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and general</td>
<td>1,418,129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>926,439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total expenses</strong></td>
<td><strong>7,299,680</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in net assets</td>
<td>11,904,357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net assets, beginning of year</td>
<td>78,256,605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net assets, end of year</strong></td>
<td><strong>$90,160,962</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Art Works:  
A Place for Curiosity  
Maria Breton  
Sandra Culbertson  
Erica Pribil  
Megan Tomczak-Maxwell

Development Office  
Susan Henshaw  
Ann Kramer

Docents  
*Docent Advisory Council  
Member  
**Docent Advisory Council  
President  
Marina Ali  
Susan Anderson  
Suzanne Arney  
Elizabeth Becker  
Jo Behrens  
Lawrence Blass*  
Judith Boelts  
Cathy Born  
Elizabeth Boutin  
Nancy Brune  
Marita Camp  
Mary Cartafalsa  
Laura Chambers  
Jean Circo  
Kathy Clark  
Betsy Conway  
Jim Crawford*  
Janet Davis*  
Kathleen Davis  
Kathleen Drelicharz*  
Maria Fernandez  
Sara Foxley  
Norma Fuller  
Barbara Gehringer  
Marilyn Gillen*  
Nancy Gilliland  
Carl Greiner  
Patricia Hageman  
Jean Hartwell*  
Julie Hefflinger**  
Ann Henningen*  
Jeanne Henry  
Rose Hill Dorr  
Tonya House*  
Beth Ione Howard  
Sharon Jackson  
Ellen Jacobs  
Jean Johnson  
Ann Kulik  
Valerie Kurtz*  
Gail Lambertz  
Mary Lu Larson  
Joanna Lighthipe  
Patricia Lontor  
Diane Lounsberry-Williams  
Sally Lusk  
Katherine Mac-Holmes  
Maxine MacDonald  
Patricia Malcolm*  
Sharon Martin**  
Lanelle McInturf  
Deborah McLarney  
Renee Mehrer  
Norman Melchar*  
Sandra Mowatt  
Jean Munhall-Sitzman  
Kathy Nelson  
Rose Nelson  
Cheri Oelke  
Linda O’Hare  
Howard Pachman  
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Lenore Polack  
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Colleen Sarisctany  
Mary Jo Schulte  
Joan Scott  
Julie Sefzik  
Eugene Selk  
Barbara Semerad*  
Charlotte Shields  
Nan Sibberson*  
Susan Sieczkowski  
Jan Sinram  
Christine Smith  
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Ann Stephens  
Jean Stiilnok  
Pat Streeker  
Henry Strimple  
Lavonne Tripp  
Tom Twit  
Judd Wagner  
Maureen Waldron*  
Jan Wilson  
Karen Wittler  
Mary Sue Wydeven

JAMbassadors  
Tru Billhart  
Annie Carpenter  
Clementine Crane-Brown  
Maev Dineen  
Ali Dyke  
Katie Fulkerson  
Logan Gardner  
Lauren Giesselman  
Brittany A. Hernandez  
Maria Hernandez  
Jacelyn Herschlag  
Maycee Hilley  
Bailey Hoig  
Jack Holdcroft  
Karlee Humpal  
Pretty Kandel  
Grace Kolesik  
Anna Kostman  
Aniya Kreifels  
McDaniel Maren  
Montanna Mitchell  
Yacire Ortega  
Aliyah Perez  
Franklyn Slaven  
Lilly Stecker  
Elora Trotter  
Grace Ulrich  
Paw Thlay Wah

Joslyn Information Assistants  
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Kaitlynn Kool  
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Brian Moore  
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Jackie Conway  
Advisor  
Jennifer Bettger  
Cathy Born  
Beth Breunsbach  
Jan Brockman  
Marti Cheynen  
Phyllis Choo  
Ann Christiansen  
Erika Conces  
Jackie Conway  
Susan Cutler  
Elizabeth Darling  
Kim Falk  
Jessie Feinstein  
Maria Fernandez  
Brady Gibson  
Kayla Hawkins  
Julie Hefflinger  
Jane Hirz  
Judy Johnston  
Suzanne Kotula  
Emily Lauritzen  
Carol Lehan  
Julie Liakos  
Sarah McGowan  
Jean Munhall-Sitzman  
Stephanie Murphy  
Karen Nelsen  
Christie Oberto  
Melissa O’Neill  
Erin Owen  
Jeanie Owen  
Laura Pollock  
Rita Price  
Kyle Robino  
Amy Rouse  
Lacey Rouse  
Ellen Slobsburg  
Sherry Taxman  
Nancy Whitted  
Beth Whitt
Hitchcock Museum Shop
Jane Crawford
Dianne Fowler
Susan Henshaw
Rod Hernandez
Sarah Irons
Sara Kluka
Kaitlynn Kool
Lanelle McInturf
Michael Miller
Bev Muffy
Susan Pedersen
Bonnie Pedrini
Kendall Sigmon
Joan Smith
Margo Tucker
Wilma Vinski
Kathi Yeotis

Young Art Patrons
Mikala Birkel
Belinda Boelter
Jennifer Bryan
Amanda Carter
Vickie Cunningham
Shivam Malhotra
Courtney Merriman
Molly Nelsen
Emily O'Keeffe
Jessica Perrigan
Brandon Rich
Nate Sandercock
Katie Vap Major
Tiffany Ward
Adam Wiese
Joe Woster

Scott EdTech Gallery
Kathy Galle
David Kennedy
Savannah Koller
Mary Lechtenberger
Cheri Oelke
Karen Wittler

Ticket Takers – Temporary Exhibitions
Graciela Araceli Vazquez
Mary Ann Chaney
Susan Hart
Megan Tomczak-Maxwell
Margo Tucker

In addition to the regular volunteers listed, Joslyn Art Museum extends a sincere thank you to the “special occasion” volunteers who gave of their time and talents for exhibitions and special programs throughout the year.

Volunteer Trainers
Mary Ann Chaney
Susan Henshaw
Hillary Horner
Patti Martin
Karen Wittler
STAFF
Listing reflects Museum staff on December 31, 2020; (*) denotes part-time.

Office of the Executive
Director & CEO
Jack Becker, Ph.D.
Executive Director & CEO
Kristy Durkin
Assistant to the Executive Director & CEO

Curatorial & Collections
Curatorial
Karin Campbell
Phil Willson Curator of Contemporary Art
Taylor J. Acosta, Ph.D.
Associate Curator of European Art
Annika K. Johnson, Ph.D.
Associate Curator of Native American Art
Ruby Hagerbaumer*
Assistant Curator for Exhibitions

Collections
Kevin Salzman
Manager of Collections & Exhibitions
Sarah Haines
Associate Registrar
Candace Berger
Assistant Registrar

Development
Hillary Nather-Detisch
Director of Development
Agne Dizona
Foundation Giving & Major Donor Manager
Janel Sunderland
Development & Special Events Manager
Katie Herring
Membership Manager & Campaign Assistant
Joe Vavak
Database Manager & Development Assistant

Marketing
Amy Rummel
Director of Marketing & Public Relations
Jennifer Gleason Gillen
Marketing & Design Manager

Education
Nancy Round
Director of Education & Outreach
Laura Huntiner
Director of School Programs & Interactive Media
McKenzie Phelps
School Programs Assistant
Maranda Allbritten
Community Outreach Coordinator
Katie Temple
Kent Bellows Mentoring Program Manager
Sophie Newell
Kent Bellows Mentoring Program Coordinator
Carey Hernandez
Studio Programs Coordinator*
(Avery Davis
Weitz Fellow

Finance & Operations
Elizabeth Powell
Director of Finance & Operations

Finance
Jessica Muffly
Accounting & Human Resources Specialist

Information Systems
Tim Northrup
Information Systems Manager

Facilities Management
Steve Tlsty
Facility Manager
Tom Fleming
Facility Engineer
Scott Orr
Building & Grounds Manager
Jordan Cairncross
Lead Building & Grounds Worker
Mark Martinez
Building & Grounds Maintenance Technician
Mark Kalal
Building & Grounds Worker
Ryan Gillen
Landscape Maintenance Technician

Visitor Services & Protection
Randy Eddy
Visitor Services & Protection Manager
Roben Hicks
Bill Lasky
Julie Schram
Visitor Services & Protection Supervisors
Amanda Boldt
Charles Dabney
George Drake
Chelsea Kreuzman
Carl Overfield
Heather Pecoraro
Kendall Signon
Deb Siembieda
Visitor Services & Protection Representatives

Museum Shop
Jane Precella
Retail Services Manager
Carly Born
Retail Services Assistant Manager*

Facility Rental & Events
James Laurent
Events Manager
Dawn Blankenship
Café Durham/Catering